Call dropping is considered more annoying than call blocking in wireless cellular networks. The cost of the classical method of employing guard channels to decrease the call dropping rate is the increase in call blocking rate. Since subscriber mobility changes in time, the number of handoff attempts in each cell is subject to fluctuations, making static assignments (or periodical update) of a given number of guard channels inefficient. In this paper, we propose an adaptive scheme that employs reservations, instead of static assignments, to adaptively adjust the number of guard channels in each cell according to the current requirements. Thus, unnecessary allocation of guard channels is avoided resulting in a lower cost in terms of call dropping. The reservation requests are made according to the recent mobility pattern of the subscriber. A likelihood value is associated with each reservation request so that fewer channels are reserved by benefiting from the statistical accumulation of the requests. The channels are reserved by considering the interference that would be created once they are in use. The proposed scheme is evaluated against the classical guard channel scheme with a realistic mobility model.
INTRODUCTION
The mobility of the subscribers constitutes the major challenge in cellular networks 1 . A subscriber who is moving during conversation may end up in a cell where the wireless resources are not sufficient to handle the call. The forced termination of the call against the will of the subscriber, due to lack of wireless resources, is called call dropping (or forced call termination).
Call dropping is different from the rejection of a new call request, which is called call blocking,
and is considered more annoying [1] , [2] .
It is a common approach to reserve some of the nominal channels, called guard channels,
for possible handoff calls in order to reduce the call dropping rate. When guard channels are used, a new call request is admitted only if there is a free nominal channel. On the other hand, a handoff request is admitted as long as there is a free nominal or guard channel. Thus, handoff calls are privileged over new call requests. This results in new call request being blocked although there are free channels. It is apparent from the above discussion that reservation of guard channels decreases the call dropping rate at the cost of increased call blocking rate [3] , [4] .
The number of guard channels must be well adjusted in order to maintain high utilization of the scarce wireless resources. Briefly, the number of guard channels must be large enough to prefer handoff calls to new call requests, and small enough to avoid waste of resources by blocking calls unnecessarily. However, calculation of the optimal value is impractical since subscriber density is time-and space-dependent. In this paper, we propose the Mobility-based Call Admission Control (MBCAC) scheme that estimates the number of guard channels for each cell according to the mobility patterns of the individual subscribers so that the call dropping rate is decreased at a lower cost. The controlling base station creates an elliptical reservation area, as shown in Fig. 1 , on behalf of each conversing mobile station. The size, shape, and the orientation of the reservation area are defined by the mobility pattern of the subscriber. A likelihood value, which shows how likely the subscriber will visit the cell in question, is calculated for each reservation request. Instead of reserving one guard channel per reservation request as in [1] , each base station determines the number of guard channels it will reserve by using the sum of the likelihood values of the incoming reservation requests granted. Due to the statistical accumulation of the reservation requests, the MBCAC scheme enjoys a smaller increase in the blocking rate. We have also proposed a realistic mobility model with an underlying metropolitan city map to evaluate the proposed call admission scheme [5] . The mobility model is able to capture the moving-in-groups, inertia and conscious traveling features of the subscribers in real life while respecting the non-pass-through feature of some of the structures like households, and preserving autonomy of the subscribers. The mobility and call patterns of the subscriber are determined according to the locus of the subscriber over a real map. We have also used the wellknown way point mobility model for a comparison. The idea of adaptive call admission with likelihood estimation for DS-CDMA systems was first introduced in [6] .
Fig. 1. Constructing the reservation area
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the previous work in the literature on guard channel schemes. The proposed model is discussed in Section III. The performance evaluation is given in Section IV, and we conclude in Section V. The notation is given in Appendix A.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of using fixed number of guard channels in mobile systems have been used in [7] - [14] for TDMA/FDMA systems. Although the problem with call dropping rate can be solved by assigning different number of guard channels to each cell, according to a fixed pattern, the system will still be vulnerable to fluctuations in the new call generation and handoff rates since subscriber mobility patterns are time variant, in addition to being space variant.
In [15] capacity and interference sensitivity of CDMA, and also, they do not specify how the reservation area is determined. In [17] , Levine and Akyildiz introduced the shadow cluster concept in which a shadow that is used for resource reservation is cast over surrounding cells. Although the shadow cluster concept was a pioneer in resource reservation, the scheme proposed in this paper varies from shadow cluster concept in various ways. In the shadow cluster concept, Levine and Akyildiz use the side of hexagon from which the mobile leaves the cell to construct the shadow cluster. Therefore, shadow cluster depends on the shape of the cells. Furthermore, shadow cluster was proposed for TDMA/FDMA hybrid systems, and an entire channel is reserved for each request which causes significant increase in call blocking probability. The scheme proposed in this paper is independent of the size and shape of the cells although hexagonal cells are used, just for the sake of simplicity, in the simulations. Furthermore, we define how the reservations can be done in the CDMA environment, and also introduce the idea of likelihood value to allow for the reservation of partial channels. Thus, we reduce the effect on call blocking probability caused by the reservations.
In [18] , Orlik and Rappaport proposed two approximate analytical methods that model handoff arrival process. These models construct a cluster of seven cells, rather than analyzing only the cell of interest.
In [3] , Shin et al. proposed an interference-based channel assignment scheme with reservations. The number of guard channels in their proposal is also fixed. We have extended their idea with the reservation scheme to adjust the number of guard channels adaptively. However, their approach fails if the signal of the subscriber for whom the channel is borrowed encounters fast fading since such subscribers cannot benefit from receiver diversity. In [22] , Hou et al. classified the subscribers into two groups, high-speed and low-speed, and draw the influence curve, analogous to our reservation area, based on dwell time and subscriber speed, disregarding the mobility pattern of the mobile. Hou et al. argue that a subscriber is more likely to request a handoff in the far future after it enters a cell. However, this argument violates the fact that subscriber mobility is independent of wireless resources. In the case of ping-pong effects, where a subscriber switches between two cells frequently, this argument will lower the system performance.
In [23] , Chang and Sung proposed an adaptive channel reservation scheme for DS-CDMA systems. In their scheme, the reservation decision is made by the mobile station, rather than the base station, based on the pilot signal received from the surrounding base stations.
Although Chang's approach manages the wireless resources efficiently since the reservation decision is based on measured signal strength, it allows a call request, which is likely to be dropped when it moves to a neighboring crowded cell, to be granted a channel since the reservations are not incorporated in the call admission mechanism. In [24] , Sung and Shum proposed a channel assignment scheme for hierarchical cellular layout based on fuzzy control for TDMA/FDMA systems.
III. THE MBCAC SCHEME
The classical scheme used for decreasing the call dropping rate allocates a subset of the nominal channels as guard channels. However, the number of new and handoff call requests is time and space-dependent in a mobile environment. Therefore, fixed number of guard channels will overshoot the optimum value in some cells, while undershooting in others. We propose a scheme that benefits from the mobility pattern of the subscriber to estimate the set of cells intersecting the reservation area, called candidate cells, for a handoff. Channels are reserved in these cells, if there are enough resources, so that the subscriber can continue his call in the case of a handoff.
Since the channels are reserved dynamically, according to needs, instead of making fixed allocations, the cost of decreasing the call dropping rate in terms of an increase in the call blocking rate is lowered. Allocating guard channels as much as necessary is our basic motivation.
We also consider the fact that the mobile stations are carried by humans who make conscious moves towards a destination rather than wandering around without any intention. Thus, we believe making reservations in the cells that are likely to be visited by the subscriber in the near future will help decrease the dropping probability without paying a very high cost in terms of call blocking.
The set of cells, in which reservations are made, is constructed according to an ellipseshaped reservation area as shown in Fig. 1 . The size and shape of the area is determined from the mobility pattern of the subscriber. The elliptic region grows larger as the subscriber's speed increases. The ellipse is narrower for a subscriber who has preserved his direction recently, and deteriorates to a circle for a subscriber who has changed his direction frequently. A likelihood value is attached to each reservation request sent to the candidate cells to keep the number of reserved channels as low as possible.
The reservations are made based on the interference that would be created, if the reserved channels were in use. This estimated interference is taken into account while considering a new call request for admission. Thus, the
constraint is not violated when the reserved channels are used.
A. Constructing the Reservation Area
In our proposed call admission scheme, a reservation area is constructed for each conversing subscriber to decrease the call dropping probability. The reservation area represents the set of cells into which the subscriber may move in the specified reservation duration. The length of the reservation duration may be set by the network or specified by the subscriber as a QoS parameter. The size and the shape of the reservation area are determined according to the mobility pattern of the subscriber. The location, the speed and the direction of the subscriber are assumed to be known in order to construct the reservation area. The assumption on location can be easily fulfilled by the use of GPS (Global Positioning System) or antenna diversity techniques [25] , or by making use of the SMLC (Serving Mobile Location Center) in GPRS systems [26] .
The accuracy of three alternative techniques, considered by T1P1.5 for GSM, is discussed in [27] . The assumptions on speed and direction are satisfied by making use of the location information.
Since the reservation area is an estimation for the set of cells the subscriber is likely to visit in the near future, the MBCAC scheme will exhibit a better performance while this estimation converges to the real trajectory of the subscriber. The estimation can be improved by considering the following features of the subscribers in real life:
• It is more likely that the subscriber will tend to keep his direction, because subscribers move towards a destination rather than make random moves although temporary changes in direction may occur due to the structures in the terrain.
• A subscriber who has changed his direction frequently in the near past is likely to do so also in the near future. Frequent changes in the direction give us a hint about the structure on which the subscriber is moving. For example, a subscriber walking in a mall is likely to change his direction very often. On the other hand, a subscriber who has encountered very few direction changes in the near past is likely to preserve his direction in the near future as in the case of a subscriber traveling on a highway.
• The likelihood that a subscriber will be at a specific point in the near future is directly proportional to the distance between the current location of the subscriber and that point, and also, proportional to the angle between the direction of the subscriber and the line connecting the location of the subscriber to the considered point.
• The speed of the subscriber and the duration for which reservations are requested determine the range of the reservation area. Thus, the reservation area will be larger for subscribers on the highways, or for subscribers who request more reservations (implying lower dropping probability).
Keeping these features in mind, the reservation area can be better shaped to reduce the redundant reservation requests. The reservation area becomes larger as the speed of the subscriber increases and/or the reservation duration gets longer. If the change in the direction of the subscriber in the near future cannot be estimated, a circle-shaped reservation area can be constructed. However, if it can be estimated, the circular area can be narrowed to an ellipseshaped area, resulting in probably fewer cells for reservation.
An ellipse can be defined by the locus of one of its two foci, its orientation and its length and width in major and minor axes. From the length in major axis and locus of one of the foci, it is possible to calculate the loci of both the center and the other focus of the ellipse. We start constructing the elliptical reservation area by overlaying the first focus with the current location of the subscriber. The orientation of the ellipse is overlaid with the direction vector of the subscriber so that the other focus is in the moving direction. The length of the ellipse in the major axis is defined by the speed and the reservation duration. The width in the minor axis is a factor of the length in the major axis and the estimated change in direction. Thus, if the estimated change in direction is small, the region will be shaped as a narrow ellipse. The estimated change in direction has a lower limit of 30 o in order to prevent the elliptical reservation area from being reduced to a straight line. On the other hand, if the direction of the subscriber in the near future cannot be estimated at all, which means the estimated change in direction is 90 o , the elliptical reservation area will be reduced to a circle. The estimated change in direction at time t+1,
is found as
The length of the ellipse on the major axis is calculated as
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The derivation of Eq. 2 is provided in Appendix B. The width of the ellipse on the minor axis is calculated as
Once the reservation area is constructed, the cells that are intersected by the reservation area, except the current cell of the subscriber, are selected as candidate cells for reservation. A reservation request is sent to the base station of each candidate cell by the controlling base station of the subscriber. The call is not dropped or blocked if some of the reservation requests are rejected since the movement of the subscriber to that cell is just an estimation, although this may result in a higher call dropping probability. Each reservation request is attached a likelihood value that specifies how likely it is that the subscriber will move to that cell. The likelihood value is inversely proportional with the distance between the location of the subscriber and the cell distance. It is also directly proportional to the closeness of the cell center to the direction of the subscriber and the speed of the subscriber. The reservation area of a conversing subscriber is constructed periodically, and the likelihood values in the candidate cells are updated together with reservation requests to new candidate cells. Thus, as the subscriber moves towards a cell, the likelihood value specified in the reservation request is increased.
The number of guard channels to be reserved in each cell is determined as the sum of the likelihood values in the incoming reservation requests. Thus, instead of reserving one channel for each request, the requests are statistically accumulated to reduce redundant reservations. In [27] , a new guard channel will be reserved for each reservation request. The likelihood value for a reservation request is formulated as
The reader should note that the effect of speed of the subscriber is taken into account by considering the semi-major axis of the ellipse in the first term.
A channel represents the share of an individual connection from the wireless resources allocated to the cell. In other words, each channel corresponds to one connection. In CDMA systems, a channel is realized by the amount of interference caused by the corresponding connection, and is limited by the total interference margin to ensure proper demodulation of the received signals for other connections.
Although CDMA systems have soft capacity, the link capacity at a particular moment is limited. The link capacity represents the maximum number of allowed connections at that particular moment. The link capacity is determined according to the interference associated with the connections. In the MBCAC scheme, the amount of interference that would be caused by the connection if the subscriber had been in the considered cell is taken into account. Since the signals from all mobile terminals are received at the same level in the base station due to power control, the amount of interference that would have been caused by the mobile terminal is known. Thus, an imaginary amount of interference (corresponding to the reserved channel) is considered in the link capacity calculation. The basics of interference-based call admissions were introduced in [3] . In this paper, we extend that scheme with our adaptive reservation scheme to reduce call dropping rate more effectively. Instead of reserving same number of channels in every cell, we evaluate the appropriate number of channels to be reserved so that the call blocking probability is not adversely affected.
In a cell with N conversing mobile stations, the received signal power per mobile at the base station is given by
where
If one more call, new or handoff, is admitted into the cell, the total signal power received at the base station is
In a cell where G channels have been reserved for handoff calls, a new call request is granted a channel if the total signal power that would be received at the base station if the reserved channels were in use,
, is below the total interference margin.
( )
B. Interference Propagation
Since CDMA systems are interference limited and the same frequency is used in neighbor cells, the calculation of the outer cell interference plays an important role in the evaluation of the proposed system. We have assumed free space signal propagation in our analysis. In 
The aggregate outer cell interference I o in a cell can be calculated as the sum of the interference from all active mobiles in the neighboring cells in the interference range [4] :
Initially, since all mobiles will be inactive, the intra-cell and outer cell interference at each base station will be zero. Thus, from the well-known equation of With the initial value of S given by Eq. 11, the current value of S for each cell can be calculated incrementally.
C. Implementation Issues
The elements of a wireless network must possess some features so that the MBCAC scheme can be implemented. The system must be able to keep track of the mobile. This can be implemented either on the network side at the base station or on the mobile station. The network may benefit from antenna diversity to locate the subscriber. It is also possible to make use of the GPS system on the mobile station for location information. Determining the location of the subscriber is a requirement for 3G in the US, and there is still extensive research on this topic. If the location information is determined by the mobile station, it can be transmitted to the base station only on call attempts to avoid extensive load in signaling on the wireless channels.
We also require that the base stations are capable of making reservations. The method to be employed for reservations is provided in this paper. However, it is required that the links between the base stations and the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) have enough bandwidth to handle the overhead of the reservation requests. The reservation area for each ongoing call is updated periodically. The accuracy of the reservation area improves at the expense of increased overhead on the wired network, as the update period gets shorter. We also assume that the base stations are capable of measuring the total received signal power.
It is obvious that the proposed method brings a burden on the base stations and fixed links between the base stations in terms of computation and communication complexity, respectively.
As stated above, each base station is responsible for constructing and maintaining the reservation areas on behalf of all active mobile stations under its control. Furthermore, each base station responds to the incoming reservation requests from neighboring base stations.
Processing the reservation requests is not a complex task since all it requires is to check whether adding the signal power of one more mobile station causes the total interference received to exceed the maximum allowed interference margin. In other words, processing a reservation request implies an addition and a comparison. On other hand, constructing the reservation area is more complex since it requires establishing the elliptical region and finding the set of candidate cells that intersect the reservation area. The details of this process have been given in Section III.A. Maintaining the reservation area during the call has the same complexity as the construction of the area.
The complexity of the process of establishing the elliptical region can be obtained from 
where M is the number of cells in the service area. For the case specified above, the value of M and N are 42 and 32, respectively.
We have also made the sensitivity analysis for the MBCAC scheme. An error of approximately 85 m in coordinates causes an error of 18% while constructing the reservation area. Similarly, an error of 28 m in coordinates causes an error of 5% in the reservation area, which can be considered reasonable. The details of the sensitivity analysis are available in [28] .
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE MBCAC SCHEME

A. Experiment Methodology
The performance of the MBCAC scheme has been evaluated against the plain scheme with no guard channels and the classical scheme with fixed number of guard channels. The interference from each mobile station is propagated to 18 surrounding cells, which corresponds to a distance of two cells, with a γ factor of 4.0 as a typical value. The same frequency band is used in all cells throughout the service area. An admitted call is assigned a channel at 9600 bps data rate, and it is spread with a chip rate of 1228800 chips/sec as specified in IS-95 [3] . An o b N E / ratio of 5.0 is maintained by a perfect power control scheme, and a voice activation factor of 3/8 is assumed [3] , [4] , [29] . One of the most crucial factors in the performance evaluation of mobile networks is the mobility model used in the experiments. In most of the previous work in the literature, simple mobility models, like random walk and way point have been used. In the mobility model we used, each subscriber determines his mobility pattern autonomously according to a given map composed of various physical structures like buildings, streets, avenues, highways and lakes. As opposed to most of the other mobility models in the literature, the subscribers are not distributed evenly over the service area. Both the mobility and the call patterns of each subscriber are determined autonomously. However, the environment also affects the mobility and call patterns according to an array of structure switching probabilities. Thus, the subscribers move on the roads in groups, while some may enter or leave households. Instead of making random moves back and forth, the subscribers in the mobility model used travel consciously towards a destination. Another distinguishing property of the mobility model is that driving subscribers are gathered on the streets, not on the houses. The traffic on the streets is accumulated in the avenues, boulevards, and finally on the connection roads to enter the highways while a similar traffic flows in the reverse direction. Thus, entering and exiting the highways is allowed only at specific points. The model is realistic in the sense that it captures human behaviors from real life such as moving-in-groups, conscious traveling, inertial behavior, and the non-pass-through feature of some physical structures in the terrain. The details of this mobility model are given in [5] . The real map is represented using seven different types of physical structures like streets, boulevards, and highways. The subscribers moving on one type of structure tend to stay on the same type, i.e., a subscriber driving on the highway is more likely to prefer staying on the highway rather than exiting the highway. Furthermore, the only way for the subscriber to exit the highway is to use one of the exit points. The speed of the subscriber is determined according to the type of structure he is moving on. The call patterns of the subscribers at home differ from those driving or walking on the streets. Both idle and call durations are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The means for the idle and call durations vary according to the physical structure and system load.
The performance of the MBCAC scheme has been studied by considering a scenario with typical system load. The details of the call and mobility patterns of the subscribers on different physical structures are given in Table I . The physical structure change probabilities are given in Table II . A real map with 4 m/block resolution (Fig. 2) was used in the experiments. Each point in the following graphs has been determined by repeating the experiments 15 times to achieve a confidence interval of 95%. Table I . Call and mobility patterns 
B. Experiments and Results
During the experiments, we studied the effect of reservations in the proposed scheme (MBCAC scheme) against the plain scheme and the classical scheme with 3 guard channels (as a typical value). We also studied the effect of reservation duration, likeliness factors and cell radius using both the way point and realistic mobility models. Furthermore, we also searched for the number of guard channels that must be used to catch up with the MBCAC scheme, and showed that the MBCAC scheme still performs better than the classical scheme. During these experiments, we considered a scenario with typical system load. We analyze the effect of the MBCAC scheme in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 using both mobility models. In both figures, it is apparent that the MBCAC decreases the Call Dropping Probability (CDP) at the expense of an increase in the Call Blocking Probability (CBP). This is expected since a handoff call is likely to utilize the channel it has reserved while a new call attempt may be rejected due to the reserved channels. In Fig. 3 , CDP decreases to almost 0% while CBP increases slightly. Similar behavior is observed in Fig. 4 The MBCAC scheme is evaluated against the classical scheme (fixed number of guard channels) in Fig 7. In the literature [3] , [4] , typically three guard channels are used for the classical scheme. We also used four guard channels in Fig. 7 , since it performs closer to MBCAC in terms of CDP. For the cases studied, it can be observed from We analyzed the effect of reservation duration on call dropping and blocking probabilities, and provided the results in Fig. 8 . The call dropping probability decreases with the increasing reservation duration since it is more likely that a handoff call finds a reserved channel.
The reservation area is reconstructed in every 25 sec. This period has been introduced to decrease the overhead of making reservations, and is apart from the reservation duration. For reservation durations shorter than 25 sec, some part of the subscribers call is not covered by the reservation area. This results in a gap in CDP between reservations durations less than and more than 25 sec.
Fig. 8. Effect of likelihood factors
In Fig 8, the effect of likelihood factors, described in Section III.A, is analyzed. Of the two factors, the former is the factor of the distance between the mobile station and the base station of the candidate cell, whereas the latter is the factor of the difference between the current direction of the subscriber and the line connecting the mobile station to this base station. One can see from Fig. 8 that as the likelihood factors get larger, i.e., the likelihood value gets larger, the call dropping probability gets smaller at the cost of an increase in the call blocking probability.
V. CONCLUSION
The performance of a cellular system is stated in terms of call dropping and call blocking probabilities from the point of view of the subscriber. Since call dropping is considered to be more annoying, guard channels can be used to decrease the call dropping probability at the expense of call blocking probability. However, since the new call and handoff arrival rates are time and space variant, allocating a fixed number of guard channels to each cell results in increased redundant capacity, which implies some calls being blocked unnecessarily. In this paper, we propose an adaptive scheme that establishes a reservation area based on subscriber mobility to decrease the call dropping rate at a lower cost. The set of cells that are candidates for being visited during the reservation duration are determined by the reservation area, and reservation requests are sent to these cells associated with likelihood values. The MBCAC scheme extends the previous work in the literature by making reservations in DS-CDMA systems according to the mobility pattern, and making fewer reservations with the help of the likelihood value. For the cases studied, we observed that the MBCAC scheme provides a decrease in the call dropping probability with a lower cost in terms of an increase in the call blocking probability.
As a future work, the reservation based call admission scheme can be integrated with QoS bargaining so that larger reservation areas are constructed for subscribers who are willing to pay more to achieve different call dropping probabilities for different subscribers. Furthermore, the cost of increasing call dropping rate will be lower since reservations will be made for fewer subscribers. Another future work is improving the calculation of the likelihood value by considering the ratio of the intersection of the reservation area and the cell to the total cell area instead of using the distance between the subscriber's current location and the cell center. This change will provide more correct likelihood values for subscribers who are not moving directly towards the cell center, but cross the cell boundary slightly. Another improvement can be made by considering the estimated remaining time of the call. 
APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF THE ELLIPSE
For an ellipse with semi-major axis a, semi-minor axis b, and focus-to-center distance c, 
. 1 1
The values of b and c can be found by substituting a 1 and a 2 in Eq. 4 and Eq. 15, respectively. However, substituting a 2 for a causes c to be negative. Therefore, a 2 fails to be a feasible solution, leaving a 1 as the only solution.
